Abstract. Biomedical magnetic induction measurement is a promising method for the detection of intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), especially in China. Aiming at overcoming the problem of low sensitivity, a magnetic induction sensor is chosen to replace the conventional sensors. It uses a two-arm Archimedean spiral coil as the exciter and a circular coil as the receiver. In order to carry out high-fidelity simulations, the Chinese head model with real anatomical structure is introduced into this novel sensor for the first time. Simulations have been carried out upon early stage ICH measurements. By calculating the state sensitivity and time sensitivity of the perturbation phase of two types of sensors using the electromagnetic software, we conclude that the primary signal received can be largely reduced using the novel sensor, which could effectively increase the time and state sensitivity simultaneously.
Introduction
Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is a common and devastating stroke with high disability and death rates all over the world. As for China, the situation is even worse. It has been reported that the incidence of ICH in China is higher than that in the western countries, and a huge economic burden is imposed on the Chinese government every year [1, 2] . Although there are numerous non-invasive imaging techniques (e.g., CT and MRI) which have been applied in clinical examination and can be used to determine the size and location of the intracranial lesion accurately, yet some drawbacks still exist.
− Limited availability and expensive diagnostic test of devices in developing countries including China;
− Inconvenience of carrying and operating due to the devices' bulkiness and complexity; − Unable to real-time and long-term monitoring; − Insensitivity to early stage diseases. Biomedical magnetic induction measurement has been attracting a lot of attention in ICH diagnosis recently [3] [4] [5] [6] . As the passive electromagnetic properties of human tissues are affected by their physiological states, bleeding in the brain will cause local increase of electrical conductivity [7] . Based on this principle, magnetic induction tomography (MIT) is able to map the electrical conductivity of the brain to detect ICH, which belongs to functional imaging methods. Although MIT has low resolution when compared with morphological imaging techniques, it is both low-cost and fast, which allows it to be utilized as a supplementary tool for early stage ICH evaluation [8] . Nevertheless, one major difficulty with MIT is its low sensitivity. To simplify the structure and ease the analysis, a circular coil is used as the exciter for the conventional sensor. The disadvantage of the circular excitation coil is that the magnetic field it emits (primary signal) around the receiver is so strong that the magnetic field induced from the perturbation object (secondary signal) is submerged [9] .
In order to improve the proportion of the secondary signal in the total signal sensed in the receiver, a novel magnetic induction sensor is designed. It employs a two-arm Archimedean spiral coil (TAASC) as the exciter and a circular coil as the receiver, with the asymmetric configuration of TAASC successfully reducing the strength of the primary signal. In this paper, the Chinese head model with real anatomical structure is firstly introduced into this novel sensor. Besides, early stage ICH measurements are simulated using the commercial electromagnetic computation software CST MW STUDIO (CST AG) for both types of sensors to show a comparison. Figure 1 (a) illustrates the principle of ICH measurement using magnetic induction method. The sensor is a single channel system with an excitation coil and a receiver coil. A sinusoidal current, with frequency f and magnitude I, is fed into the excitation coil, producing the primary magnetic field which can be quantified as a primary voltage V 0 by the receiver coil. If a hemorrhage occurs in the brain, the primary magnetic field will induce eddy current, radiating the secondary magnetic field which can be measured by the receiver coil as a secondary voltage ΔV. The perturbation phase Δϕ of the received signal is of interest as it contains the information of electrical conductivity in the hemorrhage spot. It has been confirmed that the perturbation phase shows the linearity relation with the change of electrical conductivity of lesion [9] :
Methods

Principle of ICH measurement with magnetic induction method
where ω is the angular frequency. The value of Δı can be obtained by measuring Δϕ, which then determines whether there is a hemorrhage. 
Magnetic induction sensor
The novel magnetic induction sensor is shown in Figure 1 (b), where the exciter is a two-arm Archimedean spiral coil (TAASC), and the receiver is a circular coil (CC). The TAASC is constructed by two opposite Archimedean spirals connected in the center, and both the Archimedean spirals have turns of six. The CC has one turn, and is placed coaxially with respect to the TAASC. The TAASC and CC have the same radius r, and the same distance d to the y-z plane.
As the dimension of the sensor is much smaller than the wavelength of the excitation current, the xcomponent of the magnetic field transmitted by the TAASC can be calculated using the static electromagnetic field theory ( ) ) ( ( 12 ) sin ) ( )
where μ 0 is the permeability of free space and I is the magnitude of excitation current. Similarly, the xcomponent of the magnetic field transmitted by the CC is given by
Chinese head model
In this study, we use a human head model with real anatomical structure. This Chinese head model, provided by Third Military Medical University, is developed from the second Chinese visible human data [10] . As shown in Figure 2 , the head model contains seven tissues, including scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), brain, optic nerve, eyeball, and blood. The volume of the head model is about 3.8×10 6 mm 3 , with a resolution of 1 mm 3 . Proper passive electromagnetic properties can be assigned to each tissue at a specific frequency. Table 1 lists the colors and values of passive electromagnetic properties for each tissue in the head model at 10 MHz [11] . Since muscle and white matter make up most of the scalp and brain, respectively, the passive electromagnetic properties of scalp and brain are almost equal to those of the muscle and white matter, respectively. The passive electromagnetic properties of skull and eyeball are valued using the weighted average [4] . All the tissues are assumed to be uniform, linear and isotropic mediums. ICH usually appears in the left or right hemisphere of the brain and above the eyeballs level. For salvageable ICH patients, the amount of bleeding in their brain ranges from 0 to 70 ml, with a moderate value of about 20 ml. When the amount is over 30 ml, it is regarded as high-volume ICH [12, 13] . The passive electromagnetic properties of lesion are estimated by assuming the lesion contains 75 percent blood [4] . Therefore, the values of the electrical conductivity, relatively permittivity, and relatively permeability are 0.8622 S/m, 253.95, and 1, respectively, referred as the average values in the paper.
Simulation experiments
Time-domain simulations are conducted in a three-dimensional electromagnetic simulation software (CST MW STUDIO), with generated data further processed by MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc.). The model for simulation is presented in Figure 3 . The frequency and magnitude of the excitation current are 10 MHz and 1 A, respectively. The coil is made of copper wire with a diameter of 1 mm, respectively. r and d as defined in Section 2.2 are 50 mm and 110 mm, respectively. The head model is placed in the sensor in Figure 1 (b), with its ears just below the sensor to ensure that the brain is in the center of the sensor. A small hemorrhage exists in the brain at spot (-23 mm, -8 mm, -22 mm). Two simulations are carried out with details as follows.
− Simulation 1 for time sensitivity test. The hemorrhage with the average values for its passive electromagnetic properties spreads uniformly in all directions at the rate of 1 mm per minute. The relationship between the perturbation phase of receiver signal and the diffusion time of hemorrhage is investigated. − Simulation 2 for state sensitivity test. The hemorrhage is treated as a sphere with a radius of 10 mm. The passive electromagnetic properties of the hemorrhage increase linearly from those of the brain to blood. The relationship between the perturbation phase of received signal and the state for passive electromagnetic properties of hemorrhage is investigated. In comparison, a circular excitation coil with copper material, one turn, 1 mm wire diameter, and 50 mm radius is also used for simulation. Figure 4 shows the distribution maps of x-component of primary magnetic field at the receiver when TAASC and CC are used as the exciter, according to Eqs. (2) and (3). It can be seen that the maximum values of B x in both maps are almost identical, yet the distributions are quite different. In Figure 4 (a) the distribution of B x shows a cancelling effect, where both the magnetic flux through the receiver and the induced primary voltage V 0 are quite small. According to Eq. (1), if V 0 is largely reduced, the perturbation phase Δϕ will be improved dramatically. Consequently, compared with CC, TAASC could effectively increase the sensitivity by reducing the primary signal. Figure 5 shows the results of simulation 1 as described in Section 2.4. Overall, the perturbation phase tends to increase with the diffusion time. Besides, the perturbation phase when using TAASC is almost ten times as that when CC is used, and the linear fitting yields two slopes of 0.098 and 0.003, respectively. A ratio of about 33 between these two slopes represents the average improvement factor of time sensitivity when using the novel sensor. As CST uses the finite integration method for the time-domain algorithm, it will inevitably introduce discretization errors. In addition, the computation resource is finite, and thus the mesh cannot be divided infinitesimally, which might imply large errors. As a result, some simulation data might become singular due to the discretization errors. In Figure 5 (a), the simulation result at t = 6 min is removed as its value, 2.99, is considerably larger than other values obtained in the simulation. Theoretically, the perturbation phase with shorter diffusion time should be lower than that with longer time. However, a perturbation object with small dimension might introduce errors easily as the mesh is coarser. Therefore, the simulation result at t = 2 min is slightly larger than that at t = 4 min. Table 2 lists the values of passive electromagnetic properties of hemorrhage for different states. The term of relative permeability is absent from the table just because the values of relative permeability for the tissues in the human head are all invariable and equal to one. As shown in Figure 6 , result of simulation 2 when using TAASC is almost two orders of magnitude higher than that when CC is used. As a result, it is proved that the novel sensor can improve the state sensitivity drastically. According to the simulation result, the state sensitivity is mainly affected by both parameters, i.e., the electrical conductivity and the relative permittivity. Therefore, the derivation of Eq. (1) is ideal, and the relative permittivity cannot be neglected in real situations. Due to the discretization errors from the software, the simulation result plotted in Figure 6 (b) shows a strong jitter with no obvious trend. Despite this, the maximum fluctuating amplitude of the simulation result in Figure 6 (b) is only about 5×10 -3 deg, which is still much smaller than that in Figure 6 (a). As for reducing the discretization errors, we could either increase the mesh quantity or refine the mesh. 
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Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate the sensitivity of the novel magnetic induction sensor, and conduct simulations to measure early stage ICH. The object under investigation is the Chinese head model with real anatomical structure. As there exist differences in the size, anatomical structure and passive electromagnetic properties of eastern and western people's heads, it is necessary to choose an appropriate head model to conduct simulations for ICH measurements. This paper reports ICH studies on eastern people's head model based on the magnetic induction method for the first time. The head model used comes from the Chinese, which represents the people from the eastern world. The simulation results show that, compared with conventional sensors used, a novel sensor can improve the time sensitivity and state sensitivity by one and two orders of magnitude, respectively. As a result, this method could be applied in early stage ICH measurements. This paper presents preliminary research, and future work would include more experiments to confirm the applicability of this method.
